
 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA 
Tuesday, October 14, 2014 
3:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.  
Central Florida Cares Health System - Board Room 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

I. Welcome/Introductions      Ken Peach  3 minutes 
 
 
 

II. Approve Minutes - September 9, 2014  Group   3 minutes 
                                                     September 29, 2014 
 
III. Financial Report     Claudia Mason  

 Year End Close-Out   Charles Rogers 
 Carry Forward Update 

 
 

IV. Organizational Updates       50 minutes 

 GHME1 Amendment 11 Ratification           Maria Bledsoe 

 Discuss Amendment Approval Process       Maria Bledsoe 

 Board Member Training   Maria Bledsoe 

 TANF Recommendation- In House  Maria Bledsoe  

 
 

V. Other/Public Input       3 minutes per person 
 
 

VI. Next Meeting - Tuesday, November  ??, 2014 at 3:00 p.m.  
(November 11th is Veterans Day- Office is Closed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

407-985-3560 707 Mendham Blvd.,  Suite 104 Orlando, FL 32825 
   

  
  

www.CentralFloridaCares.org 

 

 
 

Exhibit 1 
 
RATIFICATION:  New Post-Partum Pregnant Women Allocation (PPW) 
 
CFCHS reviewed the FY13-14 PPW utilization data, based on the data and the amount of new 
funds CFCHS recommended allocating the new funds as per the below chart.  This is based on the 
current proportionate allocations as seen on the “Percent Share” row.   
 

 
 

On September 29, 2014, a special Executive Committee conference call held where the committee 
voted in favor of the recommendation proposed by CFCHS.    
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Contract GHME1  
Amendment Summary   10/7/14 

 
Amendment #:  11 
Received from DCF: 10/1/2014 
Executed: Pending 
 

Modification Type: 
 

Funding  Language 
 

 

Summary of Amendment 
Reduces the PATH (Projects for Transition from Homelessness) Grant by $69,678 to be in line 

with the federal allocation.  The State FY runs 3 months earlier than the Federal FY; therefore, 

the federal PATH grant funds must be adjusted to compensate for the lag in availability of 

federal dollars. 

Impact on Managing Entity Operations 
3 contract amendments to ensure contracts are within budget. (Park Place, Circles of Care, 

Aspire) 

Impact on Provider Operations 
Align staff workloads to meet funding capacity. 

 

OCA Amend 9 SOF 
5/29/2014 

Amend 10 SOF 
7/23/2014 

Amend 11 SOF 
9/12/2014 

Difference 
Between A10 
& A11 

MHAPG $687,818 $767,489 $697,811 ($69,678) 
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BOARD ROOM 
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ATTENDANCE 

 
 
Board of Directors Present: 
Ken Peach Health Council of East Central Florida  
Kristen Hughes Lassiter Ware Insurance 
Charles Rogers Florida Traditions Bank 
Carol Wick Harbor House of Central Florida (via conference call) 
 
 
Others in Attendance: 
Maria Bledsoe CFCHS Chief Executive Officer 
Claudia Mason CFCHS Chief Financial Officer 
Michael Lupton CFCHS Chief Information Officer 
Denise M. Williams CFCHS Administrative Assistant - Recording Secretary 
 
 
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 
 
Ken Peach called the meeting to order at 3:03 p.m. 
 
A motion to approve the September 9, 2014 and September 29, 2014 Executive Committee 
meeting minutes was made by Charles Rogers, seconded by Kristen Hughes.  
 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
 
Year End Close-Out: CFCHS’ CFO reported DCF closed out October 6, 2014 and entire 
amount of the contract was paid. 
 
Carry Forward Update: CFCHS’ CFO carry forward amount was $327,481.87 and CFCHS 
paid back $146,318.98 to DCF.  
 
ORGANIZATIONAL UPDATES 
GHME1 Amendment 11 Ratification: CFCHS’ CEO reported on how department 
allocations were made with FAME.  CFCHS was excluded from the conversations with 
FAME/DCF as DCF thought all ME’s were part of FAME. CFCHS is not a member of FAME. 
CFCHS’ CEO did not approve the allocations as CFCHS is not a member of FAME. CFCHS 
now has $90,000 more. A portion of Adult SA funding was move to Children SA funding. A 
new amendment will be made based on the changes made by DCF last week.   
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Board Member Training: CFCHS’ CEO reported Rollins College, Philanthropy and 
Nonprofit Learning Center, will present at the December 2014 Board of Directors meeting.  
Discussion ensued regarding forming a nominating committee for future board of directors.  
 
TANF Recommendation- In House: CFCHS’s CEO reported TANF component was not 
included in the RFP process. CFCHS recommendation is to bring TANF In-House which 
would reduce the administrative overhead where those funds could go to use in services. 
This would bring potentially two HSA Staff members to CFCHS. CFCHS is the only ME that 
doesn’t have TANF in-house.  
 
November Executive Committee Meeting: 
A motion to cancel the November 11, 2014 Executive Committee meeting to be replaced by a 
conference call made by Charles Rogers, seconded by Kristen Hughes.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 3:55 p.m. 
 
 



 

POLICY: 
The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect Central Florida Cares Health System’s 

(CFCHS) interest when it is contemplating entering into a transaction or arrangement that might 

benefit the private interest of an officer or director of CFCHS or might result in a possible excess 

benefit transaction. This policy is intended to supplement but not replace any applicable state and 

federal laws governing conflict of interest applicable to nonprofit and charitable organizations. 

 

DEFINITIONS: 

 

Interested Person:  Any director, principal officer, or member of a committee with 

governing board delegated powers, who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as defined 

below, is an interested person. 

 

Financial Interest:  A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or indirectly, 

through business, investment, or family:  

a. An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which CFCHS has a 

transaction or arrangement, 

b. A compensation arrangement with CFCHS or with any entity or individual with 

which CFCHS has a transaction or arrangement, or;  

c. A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement with, 

any entity or individual with which CFCHS is negotiating a transaction or 

arrangement.  Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as well as 

gifts or favors that are not insubstantial.  A financial interest is not necessarily a 

conflict of interest. Under Procedures, 2, a person who has a financial interest may 

have a conflict of interest only if the appropriate governing board or committee 

decides that a conflict of interest exists. 

 

PROCEDURE: 

 

1. Duty to Disclose:  In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an 

interested person must disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given the 

opportunity to disclose all material facts to the directors and members of committees with 

governing board delegated powers considering the proposed transaction or arrangement. 

 

The process for disclosing potential conflict of interest shall include but not limited to 

submitting a written letter disclosing the potential conflict.  The letter shall be on an 

agency letterhead or personal letter outlining the conflict of interest with supporting 

documentation.  The board or committee may request additional information.  The board 

or committee member shall make final determination if a conflict of interest exists.    

  

 

Policy Title: Conflict of Interest 

Date Issued: 02/07/2012 
Revised Date:  

Review Date:   

 

President Approval:  ________________________________________                                



Central Florida Cares Health System 

Board of Directors – Conflict of Interest 

 

2. Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists:  After disclosure of the financial 

interest and all material facts, and after any discussion with the interested person, he/she 

shall leave the governing board or committee meeting while the determination of a 

conflict of interest is discussed and voted upon. The remaining board or committee 

members shall decide if a conflict of interest exists. 

 

3. Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest 

a. An interested person may make a presentation at the governing board or committee 

meeting, but after the presentation, he/she shall leave the meeting during the 

discussion of, and the vote on, the transaction or arrangement involving the possible 

conflict of interest. 

b. The chairperson of the governing board or committee shall, if appropriate, appoint a 

disinterested person or committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed 

transaction or arrangement. 

c. After exercising due diligence, the governing board or committee shall determine 

whether CFCHS can obtain with reasonable efforts a more advantageous transaction 

or arrangement from a person or entity that would not give rise to a conflict of 

interest. 

d. If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible under 

circumstances not producing a conflict of interest, the governing board or committee 

shall determine by a majority vote of the disinterested directors whether the 

transaction or arrangement is in CFCHS’s best interest, for its own benefit, and 

whether it is fair and reasonable. In conformity with the above determination it shall 

make its decision as to whether to enter into the transaction or arrangement. 
 

4. Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy 

a. If the governing board or committee has reasonable cause to believe a member has 

failed to disclose actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member 

of the basis for such belief and afford the member an opportunity to explain the 

alleged failure to disclose. 

b. If, after hearing the member’s response and after making further investigation as 

warranted by the circumstances, the governing board or committee determines the 

member has failed to disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest, it shall take 

appropriate disciplinary and corrective action. 
 

5. Compensation 

a. A voting member of the governing board who receives compensation, directly or 

indirectly, from CFCHS for services is precluded from voting on matters pertaining 

to that member’s compensation. 

b. No voting member of the governing board or any committee whose jurisdiction 

includes compensation matters and who receives compensation, directly or 

indirectly, from CFCHS, either individually or collectively, is prohibited from 

providing information to any committee regarding compensation. 
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6. Annual Statements:  Each director, principal officer and member of a committee with 

governing board delegated powers shall annually sign a statement which affirms such 

person: 

a. Has received a copy of the conflicts of interest policy, 

b. Has read and understands the policy, 

c. Has agreed to comply with the policy, and 

d. Complete and submit a Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form 

 

7. Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form:  Completed annually, this form includes detailed 

questions with regard to the director’s relations, both personal and professional, 

economic interests, and other conflicts real or apparent that could affect or influence a 

Board Member’s CFCHS-related decision. 

8. Periodic Reviews:  To ensure CFCHS operates in a manner consistent with its mission 

and purpose and does not engage in activities that could jeopardize its contract, periodic 

reviews shall be conducted. The periodic reviews shall, at a minimum, include the 

following subjects: 

a. Whether compensation arrangements and benefits are reasonable.   

b. Whether partnerships, joint ventures, and arrangements with management 

organizations conform to CFCHS written policies, are properly recorded, reflect 

reasonable investment or payments for goods and services, further charitable 

purposes and do not result impermissible private benefit or in an excess benefit 

transaction. 
 

 

This acknowledgement and agreement is intended to serve my entire Board tenure. 

 

 

___________________________________  _________________________________ 

Board Member Signature    President’s Signature 

 

___________________________________  _________________________________ 

Board Member Print      President’s Print 

 

___________________________________  __________________________________ 

Date Date 

 

  



Central Florida Cares Health System, Inc. 

 

Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form 

 

The completed form must be submitted on at least an annual basis whether or not a conflict of 

interest exists or during the year as qualifying events occur.  Board members or employees with 

an apparent or real conflict of interest must complete this form and submit it to CFCHS’ CEO. 

The completed form will be retained according to CFCHS’ retention policy and updated annually 

or as qualifying events occur during the year.  This form must be completed by all board 

members, supervisors, managers, directors and executives. 

 

Questions about an external activity representing a conflict of interest should be referred to a 

supervisor, department head, or executive or board president. 

 

BOARD MEMBER INFORMATION 

 

Name ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CENTRAL FLORIDA CARES HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

Position _________________________________________________________________ 

 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE 

  

Describe all conflicts that exist or could exist in the sections below or write N/A if no such 

conflict exist or could exist. 

 

1. Relationship with any vendor, contractor, or business entity with which CFCHS does 

business or is likely to do business, for which you have an opportunity to influence a 

related CFCHS decision; include the relationship of any immediate family member or 

relatives (indicate business entity’s name, name of owner, manager director or other influential 

person, and relationship): 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Economic interest in any vendor, contractor, or business entity with which CFCHS does 

business or is likely to do business, for which you have an opportunity to or did influence 

a related CFCHS decision: include the economic interest of any immediate family 

member or relatives (indicate the business entity’s name, relationship to employee, the annual 

amount of any profits or compensation, market value of any equity, and any intellectual 

property rights realized by the employee from this relationship): 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 



Name:  ___________________________ 

 

 

3. If this disclosure is for a single transaction, indicate the specific vendor, contractor or 

business entity, relationship to board member or employee, and CFCHS purchase or 

contract: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Any other apparent or real financial conflict that could or did result in a personal 

financial benefit for you or a member of your immediate family or relatives: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Any other apparent or real conflict, financial or otherwise, that may or did compromise 

the board member or employee’s decisions or judgment in carrying out his or her 

CFCHS responsibilities: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In the event that insufficient space is provided on this form for any disclosure or the 

disclosure is not outlined above, attach additional pages and if applicable reference the above 

sections; also indicate in the associated section that additional material is attached. 

 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 

Acknowledgement by the CEO or Board President or Vice President indicates that they are 

aware of the apparent or real conflict of interest, and they intend to manage the situation so that:  

 

 the Board Member does not have an opportunity to influence CFCHS’ business or 

financial decisions in ways that could lead to personal gain or give improper advantage to 

a Board Member and 

 

 the Board Member can objectively fulfill his or her obligations to CFCHS.  

  



Central Florida Cares Health System, Inc. 

Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form 

 

 

SIGNATURES 

 

BOARD MEMBER (full legal name):  

 

Name (Print)__________________________________Title:_____________________________  

 

 

Signature____________________________________________ DATE: ___________________ 

 

 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  

 

Name 

(Print)____________________________________________________________________  

 

 

Signature____________________________________________ DATE: ___________________ 

 

 

BOARD PRESIDENT or VP ACKNOWLEDGEMENT (For board member conflicts only)  

 

Name ___________________________________________________ 

 

Signature _____________________________Date _____________ 

 

 

 

GOVERNING RULES AND REGULATIONS 

 

OMB Circular-110 paragraph 42-Codes of Conduct 

___.42 Codes of conduct. The recipient shall maintain written standards of conduct governing the performance of its 
employees engaged in the award and administration of contracts. No employee, officer, or agent shall participate in 
the selection, award, or administration of a contract supported by Federal funds if a real or apparent conflict of 
interest would be involved. Such a conflict would arise when the employee, officer, or agent, any member of his or 
her immediate family, his or her partner, or an organization which employs or is about to employ any of the parties 
indicated herein, has a financial or other interest in the firm selected for an award. The officers, employees, and 
agents of the recipient shall neither solicit nor accept gratuities, favors, or anything of monetary value from 
contractors, or parties to sub-agreements. However, recipients may set standards for situations in which the financial 
interest is not substantial or the gift is an unsolicited item of nominal value. The standards of conduct shall provide for 
disciplinary actions to be applied for violations of such standards by officers, employees, or agents of the recipient. 

Florida Statutes Sec 287 

 

IRS code Sec 501 (c) (3) 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a110/a110.html#procurement#procurement


 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Board Meeting Agenda for October 16, 2014 

 

 

 

I. Welcome/Introductions   Ken Peach   5 minutes 

II. Financial Report    Charles Rogers  10 minutes 
Claudia Mason 

 
 

III. Consent Agenda Items    Board Members  5 minutes 
  

 Approve Minutes:  August 21, 2014  

                                       September 19, 2014     

 GHME1,  

 Amendment 11 Ratification- Amendment Summary (see summary 10/7/14) 

 New Post-Partum Pregnant Women Funding Ratification (see exhibit 1) 

 TANF In-House Discussion 

 Board Member Candidate- Robert Wayne Holmes 

 Committee Reports         

For the reports visit www.centralfloridacares.org 

 

 
IV. Florida Association for Managing Entities Linda McKinnon  20 minutes 

Chris Card 
Natalie Kelly 
 
 

V. Needs Assessment Presentation  Therry Feroldi  60 minutes 
 
 

VI. Other/Public Input    Public    3 minutes pp  
 
 

VII. Adjourn- Next Board of Directors’ Meeting 

 Thursday, November 13, 2014 from 3:30pm – 5:00pm 

 Thursday, December 18, 2014 from 3:00 pm – 5:00pm 

 

http://www.centralfloridacares.org/

